
Text: 

Hi! My name is Catherine Swanson. I’m twelve years old and my 
birthday is on March 18th. I am from Australia. Meet my family: 
this is my father. His name is Mike. He is forty and he’s from 
 England. He is an optician.This is my mother, Louise. She is thirty-
eight and she is a nurse. Jimmy is my brother. He is ten. 
   Tom and Carla are my grandparents. My grandmother is 65 and 
my grandfather is 70. This is their dog. Its name is Scruff. I love my 
family. 
a) I read and complete the table.  (03pts)

-Parents   -Name   -age -Job 

-Father 
-.............. 

-................... 
-Louise 

-40 
-............... 

-......................... 
-nurse 

b) I read and colour the correct answer. (02pts)
      -The grandfather is ..............years old 

  -Jimmy is the .....................child in the family 

 C/ I match each word with its appropriate definition. (02Pts)  

  -words    definitions 

1-grandfather 
2-aunt 
3-uncle 
4-grandmother 

a-the brother of the father/mother 
b-The mother of the father/mother 
c-the sister of the mother/father 
d-the father of the mother/father 
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D/ I put the right job for each picture. (02Pts) 

-Builder                   -dentist   -mechanic      -nurse  

.................   ..................  ..................   ................... 

E/ I help Akram choose the right word. (02Pts) 
 My uncle Adbelkader is (a/an) ..........officer at the port of Oran. 
(She/ he).......is 32. Meriem is (her/his)........sister. She is(a/an) 
..............vet. 

F/ I reorder the words to get correct sentences. (01Pts) 

   -this/ on/ who/photo/?/ is/the   .................................... 

   -my/ This/ father/ is    .............................................. 

G/ I put the words in the rightvase. (02pts) 

     /θ/(three)               /ð/(mother) 
-Brother- thanks 

the  - Thursday 

grandfather 

Thirteen   -this 

think 
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G/ (06pts)  

Now, Catherine wants to know about you and your family. Write an e-mail in 
which you introduce yourself and give information about your family members 
(names –age – jobs).

    Good Luck kids 

I write 
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